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Abstract 
Syatems of Communicating Machines (SCM) is a for- 
mal model for the specification, verification and test- 
ing of communication protocols, which has been used to 
specify and verify several well-known protocols. In this 
paper we discuss a program, called mushroom, which 
automates the analysis using the SCM model. The pro- 
gram generates either the system state analysis or the 
full reachability analysis. The automation of this model 
is expected to greatly facilitate the use of the model for 
protocol design and and,ysis. The program has been 
used to verify some theoretical results, serving to con- 
firm these earlier results. 
1 Introduction 
Systems of communicating machines [LuAk - LuMi] 
is a formally defined model intended for the specifi- 
cation, analysis and tes6ing of communication pro- 
tocols. This model uses a combination of finite 
state machines and variables, which may be local 
to a single machine or shared by two or more ma- 
chines; so it falls into the class of models known as 
“extended finite state machines.” Each station or 
computer in the network is modeled by a finite state 
machine and associated local variables. Accompa- 
nying each transition in the machine is an action, 
which may alter the variable values. Machines com- 
municate with other machines through showed uari- 
ablee. Enabling predicates determine when a tran- 
sition may be taken, an.d actions are taken when 
the transition is executed, where the action assigns 
new values to some subset of the variables. 
Analysis for protocols specified with this model 
can be carried out using a method called system 
state analysis. This analysis is similar to global 
reachability analysis, which generates all states reach- 
able from the initial state, but generates a subset 
of all reachable states, which is generally a fraction 
of the size. 
In this paper we describe a program, called mush- 
room, which has been written to  automate proto- 
col analysis, which generates either the system state 
analysis (smart mushroom), or the full global 
analysis (big mushroom) for a protocol specified 
formally as a system of communicating machines. 
The program is also able to accept protocols spec- 
ified as communicating finite state machines and 
generating the global reachability analysis. The 
name “mushroom” was chosen as a symbol of some- 
thing which starts out relatively small (specifica- 
tion) and gets much bigger quickly (analysis). 
Much research has been done in the past 15 
years on the formal modeling of protocols. In addi- 
tion to the early CFSM model, three different mod- 
els have been chosen for standardization; these are 
Estelle, LOTOS, and SDL [Bel,Bri,Bud]. A number 
of tools have also been written for the design and 
verification of protocols; [Agg]. is one example. Un- 
doubtedly these models and tools are quite useful. 
However our conviction that systems of communi- 
cating machines is rich enough to  express almost 
any protocol or algorithm, simple enough for verifi- 
cation, and that a procedure for conformance test- 
ing has been defined [MiLu] has led to its continued 
development. With this paper, we present a soft- 
ware tool that we hope will be a major step towards 
increasing its usefulness to  the protocol community. 
In the next section the model aystems of com- 
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municating machines protocol is described. The 
program (mushroom) is described in the third sec- 
tion. In section 4, some examples are given, and 
concluding remarks follow in section 5. 
2 Systems of Communicating 
Machines 
A detailed description appears in references [LuAk, 
LuMi]. 
A system of communicating machines is an or- 
dered pair C = ( M , V ) ,  where M is a finite set of 
machines, and V is a finite set of shared variables. 
Each machine m; E M is defined by a tuple 
(S~,S, L;,Ni,Ti), where(1) Siisafiniteset ofstates; 
(2) s e S; is a designated state called the initial state 
of m;; ( 3 )  L; is a finite set of local variables; (4) N; 
is a finite set of names, each of which is associated 
with a unique pair (p, a ) ,  where p is a predicate and 
a an action on the local and shared variables; (5) 
r; : S; x N; + S; is a transition function, which is 
a partial function from the states and names of mi 
to the states of mi. 
A system state tuple is a tuple of all machine 
states; a system state is a system state tuple, plus 
the outgoing transitions which are enabled; and a 
global state is a system state tuple, plus the values 
of all variables, both local and shared. 
System state analysis is the process of gen- 
erating the set of all system states reachable from 
the initial system state. This analysis constructs a 
graph whose nodes are the reachable system states, 
and whose arcs indicate the transitions leading from 
each system state to another. The algorithm is de- 
scribed in detail in [LuMi]. 
Example. To illustrate the definitions above, 
a simple example of a protocol specification and 
analysis is given. We will use the alternating bit 
protocol, because it is both simple and well known 
by the protocol community. 
The specification consists of the finite state ma- 
chines, the local and shared variables, shown in Fig- 
ure 1, and the predicate-action table, shown in Ta- 
ble l. The initial state of each machine is 0, with 
the shared variables empty, and the seq and exp 
local variables initially 0. 
The system state analysis for this protocol gen- 
erates four system states, as shown in Figure 2. 
Upon returning to the initial system state, the reader 
may observe that the values in the local variables 
seq and exp are not the same as in the initial state. 
Thus, this is a different global state than the ini- 
tial global state; however, since the enabled outgo- 
ing transitions are the same, by definition, it is the 
same system state. 
Initially both machines are in state 0, and the 
local variables seq and exp are set to  0. The sub- 
scripts are used so that distinct system states hav- 
ing the same tuple (but not the same outgoing tran- 
sitions) may easily be distinguished. 
The reader may easily verify that the analysis 
is as shown in Fig. 2, and that upon entering the 
initial state < 0,O > for the second time, that the 
values of seq and exp are now 1; that is, the ini- 
tial global state has not yet been reached. In order 
to reach the initial global state (thus completing 
the global analysis), the analysis must be contin- 
ued through four more transitions, generating a to- 
tal of eight global states. The complete global state 
analysis is shown in [Bull. 
Thus, for this protocol we have 4 system states, 
and 8 global states. For more complex protocols, 
the difference between these numbers can be much 
greater. For example, the sliding window protocol 
generates 11880 global states and 165 system states 
for a window size of 8. 
3 Mushroom: a program for au- 
tomated protocol analysis 
Figure 3 shows the general structure of Mushroom; 
there are three parts. The first, “Simple Mush- 
room,” gives the analysis for the CFSM model, fi- 
nite state machines without variables. The remain- 
ing two parts accept a specification of a protocol 
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Sdata: I I 




exp : (0,l)  
E l  
Figure 1 : Specification for the Alternating Bit Protocol 
SEQ = & m- 
+D DATA &A 
SEQ = e x p  I+-- 
action 
DATA +- Sdata 
SEQ +- seq 
inc(seq) 
ACK + &  
Rdata c DATA 
DATA, SEQ t E ;  
inc(ezp) 
ACK + exp;  
Rdata t & 
Table 1: P-A Table for Alt-Bit Protocol 
19O) 
as a system of communicating machines. The finite 
state machine is specified the same as with sim- 
p k  mushroom; the variables and tables require ad- 
ditional input. Big Mushroom generates the full 
global analysis, while smart mushmm generates 








Figure 2 : System State Analysis for the Alt-Bit 
Protocol Figure 3: General Structure of Mushroom 
Program 
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3.1 Simple Mushroom: a program for chine (FSM), the local and shared variable defini- 
CFSM analysis tions, and the predicate-action table. The FSMs 
are represented in the same manner as described 
Input, The CFSM model specification of a pro- in the previous section. Variable definitions and 
tocol consists of F S M , ~  of the communicating predicate-action table are entered using Ada for- 
machines, In the program FSM’s are represented matted padages and Procedures. The user fills in 
with a text file. The user enters the directed graphs templates which me provided by the program, and 
as a text file using reserved words. compiles them together with program. 
Reachability ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ i ~ ,  After reading the in- 
put file the program starts generating the global Ada padages and procedures is explained in the 
reachability graph. Starting with the initial state, 
the new states are added and linked dynamically. Variable The defines the 
protocol variables in an Ada package named “defi- During the graph construction, program also de- 
Construction of the specification in the form of 
paragraphs* 
tects the global states with deadlocks and unspec- nitions.M This includes the local variables 
receptions’ The program finds the maxi- for each mac&ne the global variables are 
A considered shared that allow communication be- mum message queue size and 
maximum channel capacity is introduced for ensur- 
ing that the analysis stops eventually. tween machines. These types are used to define the protocol variables. The template for the defini- 
Output, The program stores the analysis re- tions package is given in Figure 4. The usel simply 
completes the definitions package by filling in the sd ts  in a file named by the user during the reach- 
ability graph construction. This file contains the necessary places in the temp1ate* 
specification in a tabular format, reachability graph Predicate-action The predicate-action 
and the Of the consisting Of the table is represented by a number of subprograms as 
number Of states generated, number Of states ana- separate compilation units. These subprograms me 
lyzed, number Of AnalvzePredicates Drocedures that determine the number Of unspecified 
enabled transitions for each machine and an Action receptions, maximum message queue size and num- 
ber Of states with dead- procedure that executes the actions to  be taken for 
locks unspecified receptions are marked In the corresponding enabled predicates. There is one 
the unexecuted transitions. A menu is displayed at one Action procedure for the protocol. The tern- 
this menu for displaying or printing the results or 
can continue the program for another analysis. 
the reachability graph‘ The Output lists AnalyzePredjcates procedure for ea& ma&ne and 
can choose from plate for the Analyzepredicates procedure is simi- the end Of the analysis* The 
lar in format, and is shown in [Bull. 
The user completes the template for each state 
For each machine state there is 
one “when” statement. “If” statements specify the the program gives an interim summary of the anal- 
whether to  continue. If the user wishes to continue, state. The “Push” statement stores these transi- 
tions in the stack. Since more than one transition analysis procedes in steps of 1000 states until the 
analysis ends or the user terminates the analysis (so can be enabled in states, a stack is used to 
store all possible transitions. long as memory is available). 
If the analysis generates more than 2000 states of the 
ysis after generating 2ooo states and asks the predicates for possible transitions from the current 
For each action that must be taken, there is one 
Action procedure. The template for this procedure 
is similar in format, and is given in [Bull. 
3.2 Smart and Big Mushrooms 
Inputs. Specification of a protocol in the SCM 
model consists of three parts: the finite state ma- The enabled transitions are passed into this ac- 
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with TEXT-IO; 
package defmitions is Number d m.ehincs in the specillcation 
use "-10; 
num-of-machiies : mnstaot 
type scm-transition-type is ( 
type dummy-type is range 1.. 
type machinel-state-type is 
record 
dumm :dumm t e. 
,,- 
' type r m machine8-state-type is 
Local vPrinbla for machines 1 to 8 
dumm :dumm t e 
en recor; 
record 
type global-variable-type is 
b Global (shad) variables 
end defmitions; 
Figure 4: Template for definitions package. 
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tion procedure through the “in -transition” formal 
parameter and the necessary changes are made to 
the local and shared variables by the Action proce- 
dure. The user needs to complete this template for 
the actions to  be taken for each transition. 
Analysis. After entering the specification, sys- 
tem state analysis or global state analysis can be 
executed. 
During the construction of the reachability graph 
the program also determines the states with dead- 
lock, and if any transitions are left unexecuted. 
Output. The program stores the results of the 
analysis in a file. This file contains FSM’s in a tab- 
ular format, system/global reachability graph and 
results of the analysis consisting of number of states 
generated, number of states analyzed and number 
of deadlocks. Unexecuted transitions are also listed 
at the end of the analysis. 
Since each protocol specification has different 
variables, user can also define the output format 
for the global state tuples. This is done in a similar 
manner to  the predicate-action and variable defini- 
tions representation using an Ada procedure tem- 
plate. The user completes the template with Ada 
“put” statements for outputting the global states. 
This file must also compiled with the other units of 
the program prior to the execution. 
As in the Simple Mushroom if the analysis gen- 
erates more than 2000 states, program gives an in- 
terim summary and continues in steps as described 
in section 3. 
At the end of the program user can display/print 
the results or continue with another sytem/global 
state analysis selecting the desired options from the 
menu. 
4 Some examples of the use of 
the program 
Input :  finite state machines. The FSM de- 
scription is entered using the reserved words listed 
in section 3.2 in combination with the transition 
names and state numbers from the directed graph. 






trans snddata 1 
state 1 
trans rcvack 0 
machine 2 
state 0 
trans rcvdata 1 
state 1 
trans sndack 0 
initialstate 0 0 
finish 
Transition names snddata ,  rcv-data, rcvack 
and sndack corresponds to  -D, t D ,  +A and -A 
respectively. 
Variable definitions. The completed defini- 
tions package for the example protocol specification 
is shown in [Bull. 
In the package, empty (0) values for shared vari- 
able SEQ and ACK are represented by “-1.” The 
other declarations are easily recognized from the 
SCM specification in section 2.2. 
Predicate-action table. The predicate-action 
table is entered using the templates which were dis- 
cusses above. The completed template is given in 
[BuL]. 
Ou tpu t  format .  The user is also given the 
flexibility to define the output format for global 
states. This can be done using a template provided 
to the user, similar to those shown above. 
Results of t h e  analysis. Results of both sys- 
tem state analysis and global state analysis which 
are obtained for the example protocol using the pro- 
gram Mushroom is shown in Figure 5 .  
The SCM specification for this protocol was given 
in section 2. Inputting this specification into the 
program is explained in the following subsections. 
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5 Conclusions and Further Re- 
search Possibilities 
In this paper a program has been described which 
automates the analysis of protocols specified for- 
mally using the model systems of communicating 
machines. The program generates either the sys- 
tem state analysis - which is a shortened form of 
reachability analysis - or global analysis. The pro- 
gram also can accept as input a protocol specified 
formally as a set of communicating finite state ma- 
chines, and generates the set of reachable states. 
These statements assume, in all three cases, that 
the set is finite, and within the limits of the miG 
chine storage capacity. 
The program has bleen tested against results of 
several previous works, and found to confirm their 
results. For example, in [LuMi], exact formulas 
were given for a sliding window protocol, for both 
system state and globd,state analysis, as a func- 
tion of the window size. The program generated 
the identical numbers of system and global states 
for window sizes from two to ten. (For a window 
size of 10, there were 286 system states and 31,460 
global states). In [Lun.], 73391 global states were 
generated for a CFSM specification; our program 
generated exactly the same result. 
This work brings up some research questions 
concerning the SCM model which have not yet been 
completely answered. When is the system state 
analysis sufficient to prove the protocol properties 
of interest, and when is it not sufficient? For ex- 
ample, if there are no deadlocks in the system state 
analysis, can we be sure there are none in the global 
analysis? There are examples of both cases. It is 
hoped that this program may help us to solve this 
question. At any rate, the performance of system 
state analysis can usually answer some questions, 
and the program provides the option of a full global 
analysis - memory and time permitting! 
The program is a tool which the authors expect 
to greatly improve the ease with which protocols 
can be analyzed in this model. However, the basic 
problem of the combinatorial state explosion still 
exists.  In our view, protocols generating massive 
numbers of states must be analyzed by a combina- 
tion of intelligent logic on the part of the designer, 
with reachability analysis of some parts of the pro- 
tocol. Finally, simulation and testing also will play 
a part. 
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R r u - A N A L Y S I S d r l , b i t q r o l o "  
SpgcIPIcAnON 
hhchinc 1 Sure Tnnaitioni 
FrOm To TrmsitiOn 
0 1 d-data 
1 0 m-ack 
M.chine 2 sute Tranritionr 
FIUIl To Trmritiaa 
0 1 n3-dAta 
1 0 snd-ack 
SYSTEMREACHABILlTYGRAF'H 
0 [O,O]O S n d h  1 
1 [1.010 n 3 J - b  2 
2 [l.I]o d - 8 C k  3 
3 [1.0]1 rcV_rdr 0 
SUMMARY OF SYSTEM REACHABILITY ANAL.YSIS(ANALYSIS COMPLETZD) 
n u m b a o f s u t u d ~ : 4  
nrrmbcr of deadlocks : 0 
UNEXECUTED TW\NSITIONS : NONE 
GLOBAL REACHABUTY GRAPH 
[ml , m 2 ,  seq, sdur , u p ,  R b .  DATA, SEQ, ACK] 
M m k  Of gal& : 4 
0 [0.0.0.D,O,E.E.-l.-l]~d-~ 1 
1 [1,O.l,D,O.E.D,O.-l]m_d.t. 2 
2 [1.1.1.D.l.D.E.-l,-l]snd~ncl 3 
3 [l,O,l,D,l,E,E,-l. llrcv-ack 4 
4 [O.O.l.D,l.E.E.-l.-l]md_d.t. 5 
5 [l,O.O,D,l,E.D.l.-l]n3~_d.t. 6 
6 [1.1.O.D.O.D,E,-l.-l]snd_ack 7 
7 [l.O.O.D.O,E.E.-I. Olrcv-ack 0 
SUMMARY OF GLOBAL REACHABILITY ANALYSIS(ANALYSIS COMPIXTED) 
n u m k  of lutw garenled : 8 
number of arru d y z e d  : 8 
d 0 l d a d l o d r r : O  
UNWECUTEI) 'IRANSlTONS : NONE 
Figure 5: Program Output 
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